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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10098-10348

Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note). Case#: NW 53294 Date: 06-13-2017
DIRECT TO DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY
ACTION: WH 8
INFO: DDP, CI/OPS, P1, WE 4, SAS R, VR

S O R T 1820372

DIR INFO ROME CITE MEXI 7436
D'TVOUR PBRUMEN DESIGNET
REFS A MEXI 6370 (N) 31722

B DIR 70123 (NOT RECEIVED MEXI)

DESIGNET-1 ARRIVED MEXI 17 DEC, CONTACTED 18 DEC PER REF A. HE
DID NOT CARRY CAMERA INTO PBRUMEN FOR SECURITY REASONS. PRELIMINARY
DEBRIEF SHOWS NO URGENT INFO; DETAILED DEBRIEF STARTS 19 DEC.

KINDLY RELAY REF B TO MEXI.
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